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iRobot helps you keep up  
with everyday dirt

Vacuum. Mop. We’ve got floor care covered.
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We design our floor cleaning robots to help make  
maintaining a cleaner home simple and hassle-free.

Knows the best way to clean
Our robots navigate your home to clean efficiently and systematically.

Incredibly simple to use

Optimised cleaning performance
Cutting-edge technologies power our robots to vacuum and mop your floors.

Just press the CLEAN button and the robot knows what to do.

Just press CLEAN
OUR PROMISE
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Life can get messy. And so can  
your floors. The iRobot suite of  
floor cleaning robots help you 
tackle daily dirt and grime  
without the hassle.

Every robot we build is created 
with a person—and a purpose—  
in mind. Whether it’s vacuuming or 
mopping your floors, you’ve found a 
partner to help maintain a cleaner 
home.

Meet our suite of floor 
cleaning robots

BETTER TOGETHER

iRobot® Braava®  
Mopping Robot
Mops floors in either wet or dry mode to keep 

daily dirt and smudges in check

Designed for hard floors

iRobot® Roomba® 
Vacuuming Robot
Stays ahead of dust, dirt, and debris to keep 

carpets and floors looking like new every day

Designed for carpets, rugs, and hard floors
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SMART: Seamlessly navigates under furniture and around clutter

•  iAdapt® Responsive Navigation - Sensors to adapt  
to your unique home to clean around clutter

•  Low Profile Design – Designed to clean under sofas  
and chairs

SIMPLE: Just press CLEAN

CLEAN:  3-Stage Cleaning System with Spinning Side Brush  
provides a powerful clean

•  3-Stage Cleaning System – Uses a combination of  
agitation, brushing and suction

•  Spinning Side Brush – Sweeps wall edges and corners

600 Series 900 Series800 SeriesWhich Roomba® is right for you?
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 *Tested in iRobot’s Home Test Lab on hard floors. Run times may vary.
  †Compared to Roomba® 600 and 700 series AeroVac™ systems.

Self-Charging - Automatically docks and recharges

Concentrated Cleaning - Detects the dirt that could go missing

Multi-Room Navigation - Cleans up to 3 rooms

Entire Level Cleaning - Cleans an entire level of your home, running continuously for up to 2 hours*

Recharge and Resume - Automatically recharges itself and resumes until the job is done

Scheduling - Cleans on a schedule

Tangle-Free Debris Extractors - Handles hair with ease

iRobot HOME App - Connect to clean from anywhere with the iRobot HOME App

Custom Cleaning Preferences - Choose the clean that works best for you

3-Stage Cleaning System - Uses a combination of agitation, brushing and suction

AeroForce™ 3-Stage Cleaning System - Get 5x the power (up to 10x for 980)†

AeroForce™ High-Efficiency Filter - Captures 99% of allergens, pollen, and particles as small as 10 microns

Carpet Boost - Automatically increases power on carpets where it’s needed most

Select models only

Roomba® Vacuuming Robot  
help you keep up with everyday mess. Cleaner floors.

Every day. All at the
push of a button. Vacuuming Robot
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A thorough clean, 
every day

iRobot® Roomba® 600 series

The Roomba® 600 Series vacuuming 
robot provides a hassle-free cleaning 
experience from beginning to end. The 
3-Stage Cleaning System agitates, 
brushes, and suctions your floor for a 
complete clean.

SMART
Full suite of sensors enable Roomba® to 

seamlessly navigate under furniture and 

around clutter.

CLEAN
3-Stage Cleaning System thoroughly 

cleans floors.

SIMPLE
Just press CLEAN and Roomba® goes  

to work.
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A deeper, multi-room 
clean, virtually  
maintenance-free

iRobot® Roomba® 800 series

Looking for more cleaning performance? 
The Roomba 800® Series provides 5X more 
power than previous Roomba® models*. 
Better yet, the Tangle-free Debris Extractors 
eliminate tangled hair, making Roomba® 800 
virtually maintenance-free.

SMART
Self-navigates from room to room.

CLEAN
AeroForce™ 3-Stage Cleaning Technology 

delivers 50% better cleaning performance 

than previous models.*

SIMPLE
Tangle-free Debris Extractors prevent 

the tangles and jams of hair and  

other debris.

*Compared to Roomba® 600 and 700 series AeroVac™ systems.
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The power to change 
the way you clean

iRobot® Roomba® 900 series

It’s our most powerful Roomba yet. The 
Roomba® 900 series provides up to 10x 
the air power* by automatically increasing 
the performance on carpet and rugs, 
places where dust and dirt hide.

SMART
Seamlessly navigates to clean an  

entire level of your home.

CLEAN
Automatically increases power on  

carpets where it’s needed most.

SIMPLE
Customise cleaning preferences and 

connect to clean from anywhere with 

the iRobot HOME App.

*Compared to Roomba® 600 and 700 series AeroVac™ systems.
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A fresher way 
to mop floors

iRobot® Mopping Robots

Our wet floor care robots make hard floor 
cleaning easy

Whether it’s stuck-on mess or stains like coffee or 
salad dressing, our wet floorcare robots are up to the 
task of keeping your floors clean. 

The Braava® 300 Series Mopping Robot is designed  
to mop multiple rooms and large spaces. 
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Braava® uses dry or damp cloths to keep dust, dirt,  

and smudges under control.

Designed for hard floors | Dust, light dirt, and grime

iRobot® Braava®
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The mopping robot 
for an everyday, 
hassle-free clean

iRobot® Braava® 300 series

The Braava® 300 Series uses dry or damp 
cloths to mop hard floors for you, keeping 
dust, daily dirt and smudges under control. 
Great for large rooms.

SMART
Navigates multiple rooms and large 

spaces with ease.*

CLEAN
Braava’s triple-pass mopping action 

and damp cleaning cloths power 

through tough dirt and grime.

SIMPLE
Just attach a cleaning cloth and press 

MOP or SWEEP.

*Additional NorthStar Cubes may be required.


